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The Morning CORE

Happy Soul Train Friday https://bit.ly/3lSYnE4 It’s a bell-bottom extravaganza. Have a great weekend!
US Futures-World Markets: S&P futures are up on follow-thru from yesterday’s bounce. Global supply chains
are in turmoil with the Suez Canal still blocked. I won’t complain about a fender-bender on I-95 again as 300
ships loaded with billions of goods waiting to traverse the canal. We’ve seen serious pain in some high-flying
tech names from their all-time highs. Peloton -40%, DoorDash -50%, Snowflake -50%, Fastly -53% to list a
few. Ark Innovation ETF is down 26% in one month. Research in behavioral economics shows investors feel
the pain of losses twice as much as the same gain. Full Clubber Lang pain for the Robinhood crowd with the
S&P +4.5% YTD. Here’s a quick Rocky 3 clip: https://bit.ly/2NT7JTF. Portfolio diversification isn’t fun to talk
about at bars or on the golf course, but it’s a prudent strategy for long-term investors. The SPAC train rolls
along with an announcement that WeWork is going public via BowX Acquisition Corp. GameStop is up
premarket after surging yesterday. Large-cap financials are up on news that limits on dividends and
buybacks will end June 30. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: +11.40, 10-Yr Yield: 1.675%.
CORE Headlines:
 The U.S. Federal Reserve announced on Thursday it would likely remove income-based restrictions on
bank dividends and share buybacks for "most firms" after its June stress tests.-Reuters
 The fallout from the Suez Canal blockage rippled through the energy industry Thursday, with the cost
of renting tankers rising and shippers starting to plot alternative routes for supplies of oil and gas,
even as ships continue to enter the waterway; related story says European and international
companies are bracing for possible rising costs and growing supply-chain complications because of
the blockage, with some considering pricier airfreight shipping, or sending ships around Africa.-WSJ
 Robotic process automation startup UiPath disclosed its filing for an initial public offering (IPO) in New
York, weeks after it raised fresh capital from investors at a valuation of $35 billion.-Reuters
 MRK’s antiviral drug momlnupiravir, still in clinical trials, would give doctors an important new
treatment and a weapon against coronavirus and future pandemics, and could be the next
breakthrough in Covid-19 treatment.-Bberg
 Vanguard corrected an investment error in its 529 education savings plan—the asset manager had
steered more money to stock funds last year than it intended for some individuals in a $27B savings
plan administered by the state of Nevada.-WSJ
 Uber said on Thursday it plans to reopen its offices at Mission Bay, San Francisco, with 20% occupancy
on March 29, and provide an option for its staff to return to work on a "voluntary basis".-Reuters (Why
even make an announcement?)
 BIIB: Two events could boost the stock, says Mizuho Securities analyst Salim Syed—the first is a
positive decision on the case of an appeal pertaining to blockbuster multiple sclerosis drug Tecfidera,
which Biogen expects to lose; the company could also unveil new data for another potential
Alzheimer's drug.-WSJ
 Apple is developing a futuristic device that could let people control Mac computers with their fingers
instead of a mouse, according to a patent application published by the US Trademark & Patent Office.
-NYP
 Western brands such as H&M, Adidas, NKE, and Converse face anger from Chinese consumers for
speaking out against forced labor in the Xinjiang region, where Beijing is waging a repressive
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campaign against ethnic minorities.-NYT (I’m still waiting for one global company to call out China for
what it is and forsake profits from the communist country.)
UAL: Among airlines that are adding new flight routes and reviving old ones, the latest sign that
demand for leisure travel is picking up as the national vaccination rate moves higher.-NYT
The SEC requested information from banks that have been involved in the listing of special purpose
acquisition companies, a sign regulators may be ramping up scrutiny of them, though the agency
hasn’t yet launched a formal investigation.-FT
Abortion rights proponents are breaking with other progressive groups and sitting out the fight over
abolishing the Senate filibuster, fearing the maneuver would quickly backfire on them when
Republicans are back in charge of Washington.-Politico (Do Democrats think they’ll win every
presidential election for the next 50 years?)
Disney (DIS) aiming to expand California theme parks after coronavirus pandemic.-Bberg

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 S&P Global: Wall Street South? A permanent hub in South Florida. https://bit.ly/3sndOqp (Check out
the maps on personal and corporate tax rates. Sign me up for 6 months + 1 day in Florida and the rest
of the time back up here. Does anyone want to be in Florida in July?)
 FSR: Darden’s sales are growing in a big way https://bit.ly/3d7915T
 Fast Company: Chemicals in your couch may be killing you https://bit.ly/3sqtlpq
Charts from The Daily Shot:

• Initial jobless applications dropped to a post-pandemic low.

Source: The New York Times Read full article
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• Online job search activity shows some improvement.

Source: @DataArbor, @PeterSForbes

• Restaurant jobs should be rebounding.

Source: Capital Economics
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some updates on the housing market.

• Mortgage rates are grinding higher.

• The number of refi candidates (borrowers who would benefit from refinancing their loans at current
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rates) has declined.

Source: Black Knight

• Mortgage originations are dominated by borrowers with the highest credit scores.

Source: NY Fed Read full article
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On average, there are now four offers received for each residential property sold in the US.

Source: Scholastica Gay Cororaton, National Association of REALTORS

This map shows the median time it takes to sell a house.

Source: Scholastica Gay Cororaton, National Association of REALTORS
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Automobile inventories are near multi-year lows.

Source: @WSJ Read full article

The Fed’s announcement on bank dividends and share buybacks boosted financials.
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Source: @WSJ Read full article

The Reddit crowd’s favorite stocks soared on Thursday.
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Here is the SPDR retail ETF, which has been whipsawed by these stocks.
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The largest Bitcoin fund is trading at a substantial discount to NAV. (When will the arb funds figure
out how to monetize this?)

Source: Bloomberg Read full article
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Here is an illustration of global oil chokepoints. By the way, the Suez situation is not expected to have
a substantial impact on prices.

Source: Statista
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The latest 7-year Treasury note auction was better than the previous one.

Source: @BChappatta
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Where do financial quants work, and which markets are they involved with?

Source: Baruch MFE Program and The Daily Shot
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What type of work do quants do on a daily basis?

Source: Baruch MFE Program and The Daily Shot

Vaccine eligibility:

Source: @bhrenton, @VermontDFR, @ariadnelabs
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Nothing on this email/website constitutes legal, tax, accounting, or other professional expert advice.
When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not
indicative of future results.
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